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Lemon’s Lines: An increasingly intermittent production of divergent and often totally 

haphazard, incoherent and unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong 

Football Club, with occasional historical snippets thrown in, compiled - ever so laboriously - 

by Peter Lemon   Ed 7/  16-30/6/2022    

 

Reserves v Parkdale, 11 June 

==================================================================================================== 

No risk of my getting any Delusions of Grandeur. Comment made to me after the last set of 

lines came out on Friday, 3 June:  

“I got half way through reading your Lemon’s Lines yesterday evening and went straight to 

sleep.” 

Guess I should be thankful the person even started. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

In This Edition 

The Previous Three Saturdays 

The Tasmanian Connection (Part 195) 

Congratulations Ian Cover 

Lookalikes  - Mark Neeld, Nic Freeman 

Year Histories and Bare-bones Year Histories 

Why so few photos from last Saturday 
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The Previous Three Saturdays 

11 June – this would normally have been a bye weekend for all VAFA teams and sections, but 

VAFA Premier C Men’s Firsts and Reserves all played, except for one of the 11 clubs in the 

section which did have a scheduled bye on that day.  

(There, that has probably put a few more people to sleep, and indeed as I write this, I am 

feeling particularly drowsy myself.) 

The Reserves continued with their winning run, keeping Parkdale goalless in three of the four 

quarters.  

The Firsts started well and indeed held a four-goal 

lead in the second term before driving into an 

elephant (which, as I have hinted at before in these 

lines) is rather easy to do, because they are not very 

easy to see). 

Sam Harrison, playing his first game in the Ones, was 

named as OGS’ Best. 
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Saturday 18 June 

As with Old Geelong, UHS-VU have been without their home 

ground for 2022, but still are and for longer. So, we know 

something of their challenges.  

Both our OGS sides scored massive wins, but for those asking, 

I am pretty sure our Reserves’ score of 38 goals is not our 

highest tally ever. Research attempts continue. Winks 

Simson added a mere 11 goals to his total which we rather 

suspect takes him further ahead in his lead in the Prem C 

Men’s Reserves Goalkicking list. And no, I don’t know which 

player holds OGS Men’s Reserves goal-kicking record. 

Research attempts have not even started. 

(I tried flipping this photo of Winks, above right, over so I could get him facing the camera, but 

for some reason it didn’t work.) 

 

There seem to be at least four Clubs in the section who are really struggling to field Reserves 

teams most weeks (there have been two forfeits in the past two rounds).  

Our upcoming games will provide rather more significant challenges. 
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The Firsts game saw OGS establish a strong lead by half time, before going on to totally 

dominate the second half.  

 

================================================================================== 

After the game concluded, Cathie Kemp 

introduced me to the UHS player with 

beard furthest left. Ezza Ramsay had 

apparently with the Flemington Juniors 

Football Club in the Under 9s through to  

Under 14s when Joe Kemp was playing 

there. Cathie also knows a number of the 

other UHS-VU players from the same era. 

Joe, our leading Reserves goal-kicker of 

2019 and 2021 is now working in London, 

but – without demeaning his efforts – we 

seem to have one or two handy 

replacements. 

================== 

In the other games the (which I did not see, obviously) the Women’s went down by 11 points 

at Como, whilst the Men’s Under 23s won on a forfeit from De La Salle – a disappointing 

situation when OGS had a full team ready to go.  I was impressed by the fact that a few of our 

players came across to Parkville to watch the Men’s Firsts in action. 
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Saturday 25 June 

This time it was the turn of the Men’s Firsts and Reserves to have a bye, with the Women’s  

and then the Men’s Under 23s playing at Como. The day was great for photos (but see later; 

I still don’t believe it – a million-dollar reward has been offered but with no hint of a response), 

and we recorded our second women’s win for the year. After a Monash comeback in the last 

term had reduced the three-quarter time lead of three goals to but one. A long time between 

drinks. Thank you to Sarah Kirkwood for the photo. 

 

The Men’s U23s then lined up against University Blues 

who were well above them on the ladder, and 

recorded a meritorious hard-fought win. 
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Lookalikes  

Mark Neeld - 1997 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nick Freeman - 2022 

 

                                                     Fact 

 

 

 

 

 

Of course, if I flip this one over, it really works. But that would be cheating. 

 

Fiction 
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Congratulations to Ian Cover, OAM 

We were delighted to see that Ian was a recipient of an Order of Australia announced on the 

Queen’s Birthday weekend. (With Jon Anderson at Como a few years back.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He was our Master of Ceremonies at the event held at Crown in 2004 to mark the Club’s 50th 

anniversary of its founding in 1954 (475 people there). He attends some of our Pivot Lunches 

from time to time – was at the last one.  He gave me a mention on the Coodabeens one 

Saturday morning quite some time ago in relation to my boundary umpiring.  (A breathlessly 

excited friend who lives in Traralgon rang me that evening to say she’d heard my name on the 

ABC earlier in the day.) Indeed through Peter from Peterborough he gave a number of our 

people mentions over the years (Young Manton for one). 

And he came up to me at the Firsts Grand-Final in 2016, with about three seconds to go and  

OGS 10 points in front – by now I thought we were a 50/50 chance – and tapped me on the 

back, and just said “well done”. 

============================= 

On the subject of Young Manton(s), I was bemused to see the name Manton listed in not one 

but two positions (full back and back pocket) for the Under 23s last week when the Friday 

email came out last Saturday (the team lists are not always 100% accurate).  

Turns out it was his first game for the Club, and his first name is Oliver and he has no 

connection with The Manton Dynasty. Indeed had never heard of them. (Fame is fleeting.) 

Garth Manton - with the Club since 1954, former President 

John Manton  -  former player in the 1990s, former President 

Ed Manton, George Manton -  former players 

Sue Manton, Jane Horne (nee Manton)  Great supporters over the years. 
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Seems Ollie was a transfer from Geelong Amateurs. 

I asked for a photo of Oliver Manton to put 

into these Lines and was sent this yesterday  

(Thursday) evening by U23s coach Mickey 

Nicholls with advice that that is Oliver 

Manton on the left.  Fair enough. 

Followed not all that long after by another 

email from the same Under 23s coach 

advising that it was actually not Oliver 

Manton at all but Oliver Grodski. (See later.) 

And that Oliver Manton had not been at 

training.  And that neither had Will Beattie or 

Tom Rafferty of whom I also sought photos 

as well. See following item and the next 

chapter of The Tasmanian Connection. 

================================= 

More Siblings  

Annabel Rafferty received justified kudos a few weeks back for joining our select Women’s 

50-game group, which currently stands at four.  She is now joined at the OGS by younger 

brother Tom who played his first game for the Club in the Unders last Saturday. I had asked 

for a photo of both of them, but it was not to be. Maybe I’ll get Tom this Saturday, should I 

make it down the Como hill slowly, standing and in one piece. 

=========================================================================== 

Of Detailed and Bare-Bone Year Histories 

The progress of compiling very Detailed Year Histories of the 

Club has ground to a complete and utter halt over recent 

years. Those which have been completed – 1954 to 1970 

inclusive (excepting 1956, which, whilst written, refuses to 

load) - can be found on the Club’s Website.  

https://www.oldgeelong.com.au/the-

club/publications/year-by-year-history 

1970 was completed about four years ago!! 

It has been decided (unanimously. By me.) to now at least 

provide bare-bone summaries of subsequent years 1971 to 1990 (listing officer bearers, 

football results, trophy winners and any of really major happenings – such as ground                    

changes, extra teams, name changes – to prevent them being unearthed only with 

considerable difficulty or completely lost.  
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By way of illustration, the Bare-Bone History for 1971 follows. Subsequent editions (hopefully 

one a week, but don’t count on it) will be placed on the website, but, in an attempt to stop 

putting people to sleep, will not be repeated in Lemon’s Lines. Unless there is significant 

demand and marching in the street. 

Old Geelong Football Club “Bare-bones” History – 1971 

     “I think this ground needs to be re-drained and re-surfaced.” 

President:  Arthur “Nugget” Stephens 

Secretary:  Peter Lemon 

Treasurer: Michael Gretton-Watson 

Vice-Presidents: Bill Tunbridge, Ted Gray 

Committee: Don Bradshaw, Rob Mims, Tony Nathan, David O’Byrne, Rick Whalley 

Captain Firsts: Don Bradshaw then Richard Weibye after the former moved to Hamilton 

mid-year 

Captain Reserves: Jo Cantor  (Doesn’t matter – he will have gone to sleep by now anyway – 

PL) 

Coach Firsts: Noel Rundle 

After having coached the Firsts for five years Peter Scott had advised that he thought it was 

time for a new face. (This remains the longest period for any OGFC coach in the history of the 

Club.) Noel Rundle had applied for the position having already had a close association with 

the Club in its earlier days as 
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• Member of 1956 and 1957 Premiership sides   

• Captain Coach 1958 

• Vice President 1961 

• President and Coach 1962   

Coach Reserves: Ted “Look-at-the-Bloody Scoreboard” Gray 

  

Delegate to VAFA: Bill Tunbridge  

Addresses: Geoff Grantham 

==================== 

Turnbull Trophy for Best & Fairest: Lin Bullen 

E.H. Montgomery Trophy for Runner Up to Best & Fairest:  Nick Connell 

D.C. Moore Trophy for Best First Year Player: Nick Connell 

D.M. Bennett Trophy for Most Consistent: Vic Carroll and John Spiden 

John Brazier Trophy for Most Improved: Peter Hay 

I.D. MacKinnon for Best Club Man: Michael Gretton-Watson 

Seymour Trophy for Best & Fairest in the Reserves: Tony Brocksopp 

====================== 

Football:  Two sides    

D Section:   Firsts:  Won 7/lost 11.  Finished 6th    

                     Reserves: won 8/lost 10. Finished 7th 

Firsts’ home ground: Como Park   Reserves’ home ground: the very old Righetti Oval, 

Kooyong 

=========================================================================== 
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The Tasmanian Connection – The List is Getting Longer 

(With apologies to Mental As Anything) 

Following the release of the previous edition of these notes, we received a veritable tsunami 

(well, that probably is a bit strong an assessment) of emails relating to the subject. 

Past player Rob Bennett reminded me that James Groom, son of then Tasmanian Premier 

and (yes Margie) former Melbourne footballer, Ray Groom, played for the OGFC in 1993: 21 

games and not missing a match. We reckon that is James, third from the right in the back row. 

 

There was Nick Gatenby -  26 games 

1996 -97 

And Deryk Stephens pointed out that he 

(D.S.) was originally from Tasmania. (As 

was his father Nugget – yes, the item on 

the Nugget Bar is still on its way.) 

Deryk also advised that member of the 

1966 Reserves Premiership team Bill 

Henty was from Tassie – Launceston. 

(Furthest right, standing.) 
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A current and very new player to the Club who has just started in the Under 23s, William 

Beattie also hails from Tassie. We’d left a space here for his photo, but maybe we’ll need to 

find something else. 

 

 

Member of the 1988 Reserves Premiership 

team Andrew Macdonald (Motorbike 

Macca) advised/reminded us that he too 

was from Tassie (Launceston).   

He’s in the back row, just above behind the 

flailing fist.  

(These days he’s just a long torpedo from 

Como Park: Richmond Plumbing & 

Roofing if you are suffering from a 

blockage or a leak.  

Tell him you’re from Old Geelong and he 

might even give you a discount. On the 

other hand, he might not – I didn’t think to 

raise the subject during our exchange of 

emails.) 

 

 

 

 

Incidentally the photo immediately below has been found from the First’s Grand Final that 

followed –   no idea who took it, but the only one of the game in progress, and beggars can’t 

be choosers. 
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Of Visual Acuity and Spot the Differences 

Another Peter “What Elephant?” Lemon episode  

Last Saturday our Men’s Reserves coach Jez Nettlefold came down to watch the Under 23s 

(after having first gone to watch undefeated Reserves side Mazenod play earlier).  

Jez pointed out to me that the OGS team sported no less than four versions of current or prior 

OGFC correct jumpers, something which I had not noticed at all, until I looked at some of the 

photos that evening. (Not that there were as many as there should have been – see later.) 

                  Above photo demonstrates at least three of the versions to be seen.  

                                           Anyone wishing to point out a fourth is welcome to do so.  

Zach Carroll is escorted from the 

ground after playing his 100th game for 

the Club.  

In front of an adoring crowd of well-

wishers. Photo taken with Camera Body 

No.2. (See late closing item in these 

Lines.) 
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VAFA central umpire for both games at Como last Saturday was a gentleman by the name of 

Charles Sutherland. (OGS, as home club, had to provide the other.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Charlie, who is known to some other people around the place in other capacities, is 

photographed with OGFC President Simon Bones during a quarter break.  I had no idea he 

umpires for the VAFA.  We have also had two past players - Chris Barnett and Tim Brain - who 

have gone on to umpire with the Association. I should check to see of they are both still 

umpiring – I know Barney was last year. 

Apparently there was a conspiracy to reduce the half time break by five minutes, and the 

other breaks by two minutes in the Unders, to give Charlie a chance to rush off to the MCG as 

soon as that match finished so he could see the Cats game commence at 4.20pm.   

(Mind you, I struggle to see how anybody could rush off anywhere around Melbourne these 

days, given the state of the traffic, 24/7. Unless he just kept on running.) 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Received the following yesterday from our Director 

of Football, Jim Wright 

“Something for LL should you want to include it.  

Ben Grodski (head of Newman Club) contacted the 

OGFC regarding his son Ollie, who is in Year 12 at 

GGS and a current member of the 1st XVIII.  

(That is The Real Ollie Grodski furthest left, unless 

Mickey Nicholls changes his mind again.) 

Ollie trained on Tuesday and caught the eye of 

Senior Coach Nathan Brown. He is keen to play this 

weekend and likely to play seniors. Would be the 

last schoolboy to play seniors since Harry Morrison. 

Speaking of Harry – Harry contacted me several weeks ago regarding playing for the OGS on 

July 9. Harry is listed with Sydney Swans VFL and they have the bye that weekend. Harry’s 

team mate Will Collis has also transferred into the Club for the remainder of the season. Will 

played footy in Darwin with Jon Simson and Sam Anderson and recently completed his VAFA 

permit interview and both boys are transferred and registered. Due to the June 30 cut-off, 

they will remain OGFC players at local level for the remainder of 2022.  

Due to the nature of VFL season and the very small injury list at both Sydney AFL and VFL 

level, that due to a potential selection squeeze is a chance that both boys might line up for 

the OGS this weekend. Sydney are due to play Essendon at Windy Hill at 10.30am, so if the 

boys are not selected they will be in Melbourne and free to play.  There is potential of further 

games down the track, when the Swans play a Melbourne based VFL team.  

Even if we only get the July 9 game from both Will and Harry, it will be great to see Harry out 

on Lady Como once again and certainly adds some class to our list.  

Exciting stuff Pete.” 

Not quite sure I understand the full details, ramifications and complexities of the above, but 

I think it sounds good – PL 

Update Friday: ‘Harry Morrison will play for Swans tomorrow, while Will Collis is a carry-over 

emergency so remains a chance to play with us. Ollie Grodske will play OGS Reserves unless 

Will plays VFL which will see him brought up to the OGS Firsts. 

==================================================================================================== 

Held over to next Edition 

50th Game Liam Maiden/100 Zach Carroll       * The Nugget Bar 

More on the John Joyce Memorial Scoreboard  * On the matter of Forfeits 
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=========================================================================== 

And embarrassingly, some times over. Why there were no game photos of the Women’s 

match and only from half the Under 23s posted on the Club’s Facebook page from last 

Saturday. 

Which had been a great day for photos – good light and two great wins. 

I’m not sure what are deteriorating faster – my legs or my brain.  After the conclusion of the 

U23s, consuming a non-alcoholic beer, and then declining an invitation of assistance in going 

up the path from Como to the upper carpark (Brain Fade 2) I then managed to have a(nother) 

fall half way up (Legs).  

Not as bad as the previous one (no face or head involvement) and a P.L.I. (Prominent Local 

Identity) who had been going down the path to walk her dogs assisted me to my car.  

Got home fine, and then went to download all the photos. Only to discover that but one of 

my two camera bodies was in my camera bag. The horrible reality sunk in. I’d changed camera 

bodies and the one telephoto lens in the third quarter of the Unders (but not the memory 

cards) and must have put the discarded body somewhere just outside or just inside the 

downstairs rooms rather than into my bag. (Brain Fade 1)  

P.L.I.  aka S.K. kindly looked around the outside the pavilion the next day and no sign, and 

apparently no sign of anything inside when the girls trained on Monday. The camera itself 

was next to worthless – like its owner, falling to pieces – but the photos taken on the day had 

not been backed up.  So my sincere apologies to all who missed out on fame; I am truly 

disappointed and sorry 

for what happened. 

Another Sarah K photo, 

as the girls applaud the 

Under 23s taking the 

field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Saturday (not that it will be of any consolation to the Women’s because they play away) 

I shall only have one camera, and I shall accept all offers of assistance both in going down and 

up the relevant path on the hill. And if any of the players think I deserved what I got, you are 

spot on; my right ribs are still decidedly sore. 


